New France Crossword Puzzle

Across
1. A very contagious disease that affects the lungs
3. Something special and usually very old
8. People who trade furs for a living
12. A deathly disease caused by lack of vitamin c
14. When you choose sides you have an _____
16. First Nation homes that can fit many families in one
18. To adapt and control new lands
19. Young men that were sent to explore the Great Lakes region
20. Someone who travels to spread a religious message

Down
2. A lord
4. A surprise attack, or a trap
5. Winter beaver pelt
6. Important Royal documents
7. Stories of viking voyages
9. An important document = Terms of existence
10. A non believer
11. Not a christian
13. Catholic women who dedicate their lives to religion/church
15. A mineral that is a brass yellow colour
17. Control of the market for a certain good